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Certified courses to enhance your career or start a new one in digital marketing

View Courses



Get your certification and become industry-ready

Our Digital Marketing courses range from foundation programs and professional diplomas to specialized courses on Social Media, SEO, Web Analytics, Mobile Marketing and E-commerce


89% OF GRADUATES FEEL THIS CERTIFICATION HAS RAISED THEIR PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

100% OF GRADUATES ARE CURRENTLY EMPLOYED

71% OF GRADUATES HAVE BEEN PROMOTED AFTER COMPLETING THEIR CERTIFICATION






Our Online Courses


[image: Professional Diploma in Digital Marketing]
[image: Professional Diploma in Digital Marketing]Leadership training
Next Intake: 6th Dec 2023
Duration: 4 weeks



[image: digita marketing course]
[image: digita marketing course]Certificate in Digital Marketing
Next Intake: 6th Dec 2023
Duration: 4 weeks
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[image: social media course]Social Media
Next Intake: 18th Dec 2023
Duration: 4 weeks






Explore more Courses




Our Virtual Workshops



BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Support your employees to take your business to the next level and boost the performance and resilience of your organization. Workshops include Digital Transformation, Building relationships, Crisis Management, Strategic thinking, Creative problem solving & decision-making and more.



HUMAN RESOURCES
Provide the soft skills to enhance the professional outlook of your employees.  Workshops include Leadership, Interpersonal skills, Team building, Building high performing teams, Mentoring & coaching, Emotional Intelligence and more.


SALES, COMMUNICATIONS & CUSTOMER SERVICE
Provide high-standard client facing skills to clearly communicate, build working relationships and be the experts of your organization’s products and processes. Workshops include Customer service excellence, Professional selling skills, Effective communication skills and more.



DIGITAL MARKETING
Leverage on the learnings from the major players and provide the the tools to immerse your employees in the eCommerce business through big data, omnichannel marketing, the customer journey and advertising opportunities. Workshops include ecommerce management.





Explore All Workshops





Why Digitally Smart
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[image: ]Industry-ready SyllabusGraduate job-ready: our courses are designed and developed in partnership with the industry, and are delivered by expert practitioners who work and excel in leading companies worldwide
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[image: ]Flexible Study OptionsBalance work and life commitments with 24 hours access to video-lectures, quizzes, assignments, and other interactive learning material
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[image: ]Personalised TuitionOur tutors are there to nurture your individual talents and to ensure your success, supporting you to develop your own digital marketing skills and to build your confidence as a professional marketer








Our Partners
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For Educators & Organizations
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[image: ]Become an education partnerAdd our best-in-class programs to your portfolio and become a digital education leader in your market, enhance employability and increase student intake.
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[image: ]Helping companies and organizations make the differenceOur certified digital learning programs are designed to help businesses excel and communities thrive






Social Projects
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The social projects from Digitally Smart are geared to transform the digital skills of the African communities that will most benefit from digital skills training. In partnership with development agencies and stakeholders such as UNESCO or AFR (Access to Finance Rwanda), we address the severe digital skills shortage across the region, and we build capacity by aligning our curriculum to industry requirements locally and globally
More information









Accredited CPD Training Provider
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Our student speak for us
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Digitally Smart
4.8
Based on 50 reviews
powered by Facebook
                    review us on
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Mateo Shija18:31 05 Jun 23
Even if you are an ICT guy, with this course you will get something new to learn. The course is well-planned, and The...  materials are easier to follow with relevant examples and references. User-friendly platform and I really enjoyed it, thanks to the instructors and all. Highly recommended.read more


[image: Stanley Ngwenya]
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Stanley Ngwenya11:31 19 Jan 23
This has been a great journey with lots of experience for me. Thank you for your amazing lectures and discussions! I...  learned a lot and benefited from your course!
Thank you so much for facilitating such a positive learning environment and for all that you do for your students! I really enjoyed your class and I am very thankful.read more
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Faizal Rajpar19:06 06 Jan 23
Highly recommended. For someone coming from a traditional graphic design background, I found Digitally Smart digital...  marketing certificate course refreshing and educational. I should have taken it long ago, it has become relevant for designers and creative people,  as the scope for print design narrows, the scope in digital and social media marketing fields will widen.read more
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Christopher Magomba08:42 15 Nov 22
Highly recommend, very convinient and user friendly platform


[image: Mehnaz RT]
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Mehnaz RT05:46 16 Mar 22
The certificate in Digital Marketing is an insight of what is expected from you professionally. It is a great platform...  for anyone who wants to start a digital career. The course itself is very informative, up to date, support is provide at all times and there are amazing and friendly staffs on whom you can rely in case you are facing any issues. I had a great experience. 
Thank you very much Amparo for the guidance and kindness 😊
I highly recommend the course
#digitallearning #digitalexperience #digitallysmartread more


[image: Jean-françois Lamarque]
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Jean-françois Lamarque12:06 15 Mar 22
Great course to start your digital marketing journey. Up to date Information is shared and its an efficient way of...  boosting your knowledge. Whether you are a beginner or a proffesional, Digitally Smart will make sure to give you the right tools to be the best marketer out there. 😉read more


[image: Tendai B Mazango]
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Tendai B Mazango20:25 15 Feb 22
With the world evolving Digitally wise it's of uttermost important for every marketer every entrepreneur to study...  digital marketing! With @digitallysmart eLearning platform you get great content and practicals that helps to fully understand the concepts of digital marketing. Navigation on their portal is easy, the tutor is 100% hands on helping when ever there's need. I highly recommend Digitally smart, the knowledge I got is priceless and would love to take on the diploma.read more


[image: Lesley Tinashe Maniwa]
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Lesley Tinashe Maniwa17:21 15 Feb 22
I did the Digital Marketing Certificate with the Institute. Their content and delivery is superb...  👏🏿👏🏿👏🏿read more
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Precious Manda Moyo07:50 06 Jan 22
Very informative course. It's a must do and a must have for every marketing personnel or entrepreneur out there. & the...  staff is very efficient and friendly.
#digitally smartread more
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Nigel Zinhu11:20 05 Jan 22
their staff create a very engaging environment that allows for effective and efficient learning
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Chris Elinisa11:52 23 Dec 21
Digitally Smart are committed to offering relevant, important, and up-to-date digital marketing courses and...  certification. The skills provided are highly applicable and beneficial in today's world. Their online platform provides the best learning experience, is simple, self-paced, and encourages collaboration. I was encouraged to learn in different methods which involved critical thinking including listening to lectures, reading notes, discussing with others, attempting quizzes, doing assignments, and assessing my colleague's assignments. Thank you @digitally.smart.elearning for the wonderful experience and opportunity.read more
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Terrence Muyeleka20:19 26 Oct 21
they are committed to providing quality services to people like me, am forever grateful for the marketing skill I...  earned with digitally smart during the time I did a course with them , keep changing the world for the betterread more
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Saniyah Emamally19:24 14 Oct 21
A brilliant platform to acquire knowledge!
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Nab Illah18:09 14 Oct 21
Digitally Smart has offered me the best online courses. Thank you and highly recommend @Digitally Smart. Thank you...  Amparo 🙏read more


[image: Rashie P Ndabs]
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Rashie P Ndabs12:24 14 Apr 21
Everything has gone digital,so why lagging behind?Go for it...It really opened my eyes and I am seeing the bigger...  picture.I strongly recommend others to go for it.read more
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Felix Ochieng15:21 19 Feb 21
Digitally Smart is a platform that has really changed my professional skills in Digital Marketing at large.Am a...  graduate having done the certificate course in this platform. I strongly recommend anyone interest in doing this course should consider this platform. You want good skills in Digital Marketing!!? Digitally Smart is here for you.read more
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Sengi Mlambo18:16 18 Feb 21
I recommend the course very highly. It is a very relevant to the current business environment. It is an interactive...  course that is delivered by highly skilled  lecturers. The course is time sensitive because the study material is available 24/7, online and is also affordable.read more
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Gidman Bhekani Sibanda12:01 17 Feb 21
Relevant course for our generation. #BeSmartDigitally
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Lily Mphamba10:52 13 Jan 21
Having come across a Facebook ad of this course,  I immediately decided to research further and eventually signed up. I...  enjoyed doing the course and the way the lectures are delivered. Exposes one to modern digital marketing tools and helpful tutor was available throughout.  Peer reviews great though answer worksheet could assist for guidance. Critical skills sharpened in this digital era. Avail diploma courses in a similar fashion. Overall it was a great experience.read more
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Yvonne Sani14:47 07 Jan 21
Digitally Smart proved that learning online can be made easier and interesting as well. This is the best online...  learning i have encountered so far, very organised and the tutors very helpful too. For the best online learning i chose Digitally Smart.read more
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Sele Emanuel11:13 05 Jan 21
This is the best platform I have ever experience for online learning. If you’re looking for a platform to learn online,...  I would recommend Digitally Smart for you.read more
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Shumirai Berna Murata06:09 02 Dec 20
I would recomment digital marketing with Digitally Smart as it is a very  insightful course which is a very powerful...  tool to modern markertersread more
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Zaloa Maga19:53 01 Sep 20
Great course. Very useful.
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Ephraim Chakamba17:26 24 Aug 20
Learnt quite a lot with Digitally Smart ,the skills on analytics when dealing with social media. Gained exciting...  knowledge on  web sites and visitors behaviour. I would be very glad if given another opportunity to progress with  this course whilst I am on leave and utilise plenty of time that I have due to restricted movement in this Covid period.read more
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Ashleigh Chamboko09:54 12 Aug 20
The Digital Marketing Course with @Digitally Smart has made me more aware of the content I view, how it is portrayed...  and the influence it has on my everyday purchases / interests. I would recommend this course to anyone who would like to gain more knowledge in this exciting field of business post Covid-19 and the power of Social Media! 🙂read more
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Esther Momo Epse Amany11:32 19 Jul 20
le savoir dans certains domaines
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Jean-Kenel Dessources12:48 01 Apr 20
I have completed these eight wonderful weeks in Digital Marketing. This is a tremendous program offered by...  #Digitally_Smart which has equipped me with informative and valuable knowledge on Digital marketing. The course provides simple, interesting and concise content, accompanied by practical exercises for each module. The session was so effective and relevant to my career, so I encourage my friends and other people to gain this knowledge, reinforce their career and be well-equipped for their future business just in eight weeks.

Thank you Digitally Smart!

https://www.google.co.uk/search?safe=active&client=ms-android-lge&output=search&q=Digitally+Smart&ludocid=6476202831831283515&kgs=9d6ea0dad8087ab7&shndl=-1&source=sh/x/kp/local&entrypoint=sh/x/kp/local#lrd=0x48761b9059cb95d1:0x59e01829c4aeb73b,3,,,read more
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Soe Nay Win13:13 23 Mar 20
one of the best online learning courses. it helps us to understand more about what real marketing is! thank you for...  having me and highly recommended to join the course!read more
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Lloyd T Tembo12:36 24 Feb 20
innovate at its best kip it up
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Christian Nyakwimah10:46 07 Oct 19
#Digitally_Smart is an amazing program which brought insight and knowledge that i did not have. All the four modules...  were very relevant to day to day practical experiences. I appreciate the basic understanding and importance of the digital world.read more
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Kudakwashe Mashy-any Nhamo09:00 02 Jan 19
The Digital marketing is a curtain that open better windows for business success.In addition to this, personally the...  programme helps to mold a n innovative personnel and also improving better employment opportunities.#Digitallysmart.read more
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Huggins Chimutsi08:20 19 Jul 18
It was an exciting learning experience & a must have for all modern day marketers.
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Gerald Dandah08:38 07 Jul 18
#BeDigitallyCompliant!! An amazing course that surely packs a hard punch and so loaded with vast information teaching...  hard realities and practicalities of marketing world. Good thing you can take it from wherever you are. I highly recommend this to everyone seeking skills to enhance their careers in this Digital Age irrespective of your field and industry. Do it!!!read more
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Faith Bangira06:42 05 Jul 18
I enjoyed all the 4 digital marketing modules  so much that i would like to enroll in the upcoming programmes. This was...  an eye opening course, I had a great experience with #Digitally Smartread more
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Nomz KaJobe11:35 04 Jul 18
This course has been an eye opener for me. I have learnt a lot and will definitely be taking up some more courses to...  sharpen my skill and knowledge in this area. Quite excitingread more
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Tatenda Mugabe06:57 04 Jul 18
Insightul courses, which are capable of empowering beginners, intermediate and refreshing professional digital...  practitioners.read more
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Lynda Matthews06:32 04 Jul 18
The weeks went by so fast ! I enjoyed every minute learning about Digital Marketing  I'm definitely  on the right...  track! Looking forward to the next coursesread more
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Rutendo Paul16:25 02 Jul 18
This  marked the most exciting 4 weeks, going through all those modules and getting to understand matter on modern day...  marketing. If you are a marketer or wish to be in marketing this is just for you. Go ahead and tel some1.#Digitallysmart.read more
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Nyarai Gadza16:10 30 Apr 18
This is a great opportunity for marketers, thank you for introducing this course.
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Kingly Priest Eli19:41 19 Apr 18
Looking for an awesome E-learning platform checkout Digitally Smart, they are AWESOME
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Paradzai Paradza13:18 19 Apr 18
This is an exciting course for modern Marketers, guaranteed to have results about your brand. Try it you won't regret!
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Laurinda Chiguvare09:43 19 Apr 18
This is a great course, it is in every sense digitally smart, you get to do it anywhere and anytime without any...  hassles. Go digital with #digitally_smart, you won't go wrongread more
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Munya Chimbumu16:41 17 Apr 18
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Abby Rue Shumbayaonda10:50 07 Mar 18
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Farai Mushininga17:19 04 Mar 18
I got my hands on this one! What an experience it was! it is a must have for all marketers in the 21st century!
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Fifi Amara May07:06 28 Feb 18
I enjoyed my studies was very informative would wish for more in-depth studies of each module separately. Would...  definitely enrol should I find another course that would aid me.read more
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Choga Choga14:50 21 Feb 18
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Tawanda Shoko11:53 28 Nov 17
I found this useful to my profession, would like to do more courses from you team.
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Laia Nuñez Calvet19:52 13 Sep 17
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This site takes your privacy very seriously. Cookies are used to provide an optimal user experience.Read MoreGot it!
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						Select your currency                    

								                    
						USDUnited States (US) dollar                    

				                    
						EUR                            
								Euro                            
						                    

				                    
						GBP                            
								Pound sterling                            
						                    

				                    
						GHS                            
								Ghana cedi                            
						                    

				                    
						KES                            
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						RWF                            
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						UGX                            
								Ugandan shilling                            
						                    

				                    
						XOF                            
								West African CFA franc                            
						                    

				                    
						ZMW                            
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						NAD                            
								Namibian dollar                            
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								South African rand                            
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